
Fiction 
 

1. Black Ice by Brad Thor    IN
  The American spy faces dangers in the Artic Circle.  

2. The Last Thing He Told Me by Laura Dave  IN
  Hannah Hall discovers truth about her missing husband 

 and bonds with his daughter from a pervious relationship.  

3. The Cellist by Daniel Silva    IN
  A private intelligence service plans an act of violence that 

 will aid Russia and divide America.  

4. The Paper Palace by Miranda Cowley Heller      IN
  After an extramarital dalliance, Elle must choose between 

 her husband and her childhood love.  

5. Malibu Rising by Taylor Jenkins Reid   IN
  Four famous siblings throw an epic party to celebrate the 

 end of summer. But over the course of 24 hours, their lives will 

 change forever.  

6. The Midnight Library by Matt Haig   IN
  Nora See finds a library beyond the edge of the universe 

 that contains books with multiple possibilities of the lives one 

 could have had.  
7. The President’s Daughter by Bill Clinton   

  & James Patterson     IN
  Matthew Keating, a past president and former Navy SEAL, 

 goes on his own to find his abducted teenage daughter.  

8. False Witness by Karin Slaughter   IN
  Leigh Collier’s past may come to light when a wealthy man 

 she knows asks her to represent him in a rape case.  

9. Falling by T. J. Newman    IN
  A kidnapper demands that a pilot crash his plane with 144 

 passengers onboard to save family.  

10. The Personal Librarian by Marie Benedict &   

  Victoria Christopher Murray   IN
  A black woman who becomes one of the most powerful 

 people in the art and book world is forced to hide her true 

 Identity.  

11. Nine Lives by Danielle Steel     IN
  After tragedy upsets her stable family life, Maggie must  

 decide if she will take a risk with a thrill seeker.  

12. It’s Better This Way by Debbie Macomber  IN
  Julia Jones begins a new life after discovering her 

 husband’s infidelity almost six years ago.  

13. The Maidens by Alex Michaelides   IN
  A therapist suspects a Greek tragedy professor at 

 Cambridge University of committing murder.  

14. Golden Girl by Elin Hilderbrand   IN
  Entering the afterlife due to a hit and run accident, a  

 successful author learns she can observe the earthly lives of her 

 nearly grown children and is also permitted three "nudges" to  

 alter the outcome of events.  

15. Project Hail Mary by Andy Weir   IN
  Ryland Grace awakes from a long sleep alone and far from 

 home, and the fate of humanity rests on his shoulders.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Non-Fiction 
  

1. American Marxism by Mark R Levin      On Order
   The Fox News host gives his take on the Green New Deal, 

  critical race theory and social activism.  

2. I Alone Can Fix It by Carol Leonnig & Philip Rucker 

                 973.933 LEO
   The Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters examine Trump’s final 

  year in office, with a focus on the key players around him.  

3. Landslide by Michael Wolff           973.933 WOL
   The author of “Fire and Fury” and “Siege” portrays events 

  during the final days of Trump’s presidency.  

4. How I Saved The World by Jesse Watters     On Order
   The Fox News host recounts his career and prescribes ways 

  to defend against what he considers left-wing radicalism.  

  looks at Trump’s 2020 campaign and final year in office.   
5. This Is Your Mind On Plants by Michael Pollan   581.6 POL
   A look at arbitrary beliefs surrounding opium, caffeine and 

  mescaline, which are derived from plants.  

6. Greenlights by Matthew McConaughey     92 McConaughey
   The Academy Award-winning actor shares snippets from the 

  diaries he kept over the last 35 years.  

7. What Happened To You? by Bruce D Perry   

   & Oprah Winfrey           616.8521 PER
   An approach to dealing with trauma that shifts an essential 

  question used to investigate it.  

8. Untamed by Glennon Doyle       92 Doyle
   The activist and public speaker describes her journey of  

  listening to her inner voice.  

9. Caste by Isabel Wilkerson    305.5 WIL
   The Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist examines aspects of 

  caste systems across civilizations and reveals a rigid hierarchy in 

  America today.  

10. Killing The Mob by Bill O’Reilly & Martin Dugard 

                  364.106 O’RE
    Trace the brutal history of 20th Century organized crime in 

  the United States, and expertly plumb the history of this nation's 

  most notorious serial robbers, conmen, murderers, and  

  especially, mob family bosses.   

11. Frankly, We Did Win This Election by Michael C Bender 

                        324.973 BEN
   A senior White House reporter for The Wall Street Journal 

12. Crying In H Mart by Michelle Zauner   92 Zauner
   The daughter of Korean mother and Jewish-American  

  father, and leader of the indie rock project Japanese Breakfast, 

  describes creating her own identity after losing her mother to  

  cancer.  

13. The Bomber Mafia by Malcolm Gladwell      940.5449 GLA
   A look at the key players and outcomes of precision  

  bombing during World War II.  

14. Think Again by Adam Grant                          153.42 GRA
   The examination of the cognitive skills of rethinking and  

  unlearning that could be used to adapt to a rapidly changing  

  world.  

15. The Anthropocene Reviewed by John Green      814.6 GRE
   A collection of personal essays that review different facets 

  of the human-centered planet.  
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